
Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Kris  Jenner,  Neil  Patrick
Harris and Rachel Bilson

By Shoshi

For today’s celebrity couple predictions, we’re looking at
three very different but seemingly happy couples. One pair of
new  lovers  is  all  wrapped  up  in  each  other  despite
receiving their fair share of speculation from the public;
another duo is thriving in their marriage and family; and the
last couple is celebrating the recent birth of their first
child.

Kris Jenner and Corey Gamble: Raise your hand if you believe
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that this is a real relationship. From the moment I saw these
two together, the word “staged” came into my psychic radar. In
fact, the best way to summarize this relationship is “staging
with benefits.”  Don’t get me wrong: Jenner is an attractive
woman and still has it going on. Of course, she could cougar
it up better than anyone — I even expect that from her at this
point! There just seems to be calculation around this so-
called relationship. All we really know about Gamble so far is
that he works with Justin Bieber’s manager, Scooter Braun.

Do not be surprised if you find out that Gamble is about to
drop an album or he wants to start his own management firm.
Better yet, he could partner with Jenner’s empire. Either way,
he wins because he is not only getting the attention he wants
but has a sugar mama to play with until this hot mess is done.

Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Approves of Kris Jenner’s New
Beau Corey Gamble

Neil  Patrick  Harris  and  David  Burtka:  I  might  be  biased
because I love the former How I Met Your Mother star and adore
his relationship with Burtka. They seem to really love and
respect each other, though I always wondered how Burtka felt
about giving up his career — or shall I say changing his
career — to accommodate Harris, who was more successful.

In case you didn’t know, the couple got married in September
and then moved to New York City with their two adorable twins.
They are being open about the fact that Burtka was rather
miserable in Los Angeles. Now in NYC, he’s feeling like his
happy self again.

These two are stronger than ever. Both will be able to have an
identity, something Burtka struggled with in LA. Burtka will
do a lot of theater, while Harris, of course, will host the
Oscars. I also see that Harris will be on a television show
that’s based in NYC. Money is not an issue for them anymore,
so they will be able to work or not work when they choose.
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Their family will remain a priority. The twins will flourish
in NYC as well. All is moving in the right direction for the
Harris-Burtka family!

Related  Link:  Neil  Patrick  Harris  and  David  Burtka  Share
Italian Wedding Photo

Rachel Bilson and Hayden Christensen: These two actors just
welcomed their daughter Briar Rose into the world. This little
bundle of joy should turn out to be quite a cutie considering
that both of her parents are lookers! But what is really going
on  with  this  couple?  They’re  not  married  but  have  been
together  longer  than  many  celebrity  couples.  They  started
dating in 2007, got engaged in 2008, broke up in 2010, and got
back together only three months later. Now, they have a baby,
which is a game changer.

I predict that Bilson and Christensen will get married and
that we will be the last to know about it. They’ll invite some
family and close friends to brunch or a party, and then a
minister will drop in to officiate their wedding. I can see
Bilson  casually  mentioning  on  a  talk  show  that  she’s
married. Parenthood will change this couple for the better,
making them stronger. The Hart of Dixie actress is always
going to be the breadwinner between the two of them, thanks to
her successful TV career and being a spokesperson for numerous
products.

For more information on Shoshi, click here.
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